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   Caroline Bell

   Isabel Dewhurst-Marks

A warm welcome to
The Unworking Conference

The Unworking Conference is the event for all those
involved in the future of work and the workplace as
well as real estate, technology and innovation.

WORKTECH brings innovative ideas and inspiration to
the workplace community through inter-disciplinary
speakers and learning experience to enhance
creativity and move thinking forward.

Join senior professionals from real estate, facilities, HR,
technology, executive management, architecture, design and
professional advisors to listen to global thought leaders,
further their knowledge and share best practise and expertise.

The Unworking Conference takes place on Fenchurch Street in
London over 2 days exploring themes around Cities,
Placemaking, Sustainable Futures, new Digital technologies,
and crafting a Workplace Experience that authentically reflects
the Mission, Vision, and Values of the company: creating
Memorable, Meaningful, and Purposeful Connections.

Alongside the conference, we will have a curated innovations
exhibition taking place in the breakout areas for attendees to
meet with our education partners, complementing learning
during the day.

On each day, there will be networking breaks, allowing
attendees time to meet the other participants. After the
conference closes each day, all delegates will be invited to
continue networking at the WORKTECH drinks reception.

We hope you will be able to join us and we are looking forward
to welcoming you to the event on 14th-15th Ju ne.

Warmest regards, 
Caroline & Isabel

Managing Director,
WORKTECH Events

Managing Director,
WORKTECH Events
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MEET THE
SPEAKERS

DAY ONE | Smart Technologies
Andrew Dyke Iconics
Christopher Higgins GSK
Chris Hyder Cisco
Dan Drogman Smart Spaces
Daniel Hulme Satalia
David Rolls Lendlease
James Ricketts Fooditude
Jeremy Myerson WORKTECH Academy
John Gleeson Arcadis
Katherine Harvey UnWork
Lee Stentiford Nuveen
Lucy Ann Burke Diageo
Lynn Smith M&G Real Estat e
Mark Needham Cisco
Martin Silvester Arcadis
Matthew Marson JLL Technologies
Milesh Patel Iconics
Philip Ross Unwork
Ricky Burdett London School of Economics
Sir Stuart Lipton Lipton Rogers  LLP
Tim Creswick Vorboss
Will Readshaw Arcadis

The Unworking Conference will attract some of the biggest and brightest names to debate, discuss, and
divulge the latest thinking on the future of work and the workplace. 

The conference will feature leading international thinkers from industry and academia. Our speakers represent
some of the world’s biggest brands and best universities and research departments, alongside radical visionaries
from new innovative organisations.

Through interdisciplinary speakers and learning experience, we focus on bringing cutting edge ideas and
inspiration to the workplace community to enhance creativity and move thinking forward. Instead of focusing on
peer to peer innovation through imitation, we aim to curate a unique programme, bringing together experts in the
fields of people, place and technology and relevant adjacencies to reflect on the future of work and workplace. 

Alongside the conference series, the WORKTECH Academy knowledge hub explores the future of work through six
key themes: people, place, technology, design, culture and innovation. Creating leading commentary, research and
publications that places scientific research at the heart of key business problems. www.worktechacademy.com

DAY TWO | Workplace Experience
Adam Scott FreeState 
Ana Stanojevic Nokia
Arraz Makhzani UnWork
Arvind Jain Glean
Christy Traore N WC
Claire de Carteret Gallup
Ellie Houldsworth Accenture
Esme Banks-Marr BVN
Filipa de Albuquerque Roche
James Sc roggs NWC
Joe Ryle 4 Day Week
Lohan Presencer Ministry of Sound
Naomi Sakamoto Gensler
Sam Tucker Deskbird
Surasen Naidu Standard Chartered Bank
Tim Ahrensbach LEGO
Vanessa  Champion Biophilic Journal of Design

WWW.WORKTECHEVENTS.COM/EVENTS/THE-UNWORKING-CONFERENCE23/

#UWConference23

http://www.worktechacademy.com/
https://worktechevents.com/events/the-unworking-conference23/


Lucy Ann Burke, Dia geo Sir Stuart Lipton, Lipton Rogers LLP

Lynn Smith, M&G Real Estate  Ricky Burdett, London School of Economics

Claire de Carteret, Gallup

Filipa de Albuquerque, Roche Naomi Sakamoto, Gensler 

 Daniel Hulme, Satalia

  Adam Scott, FreeState   Timothy Ahrensbach, LEG O



SESSION

Key themes we will be discussing on Day One | Smart
Technologies include:

The Future of Living and Working in World Cities
Unique perspectives on people, space and culture in the
context of a fragile and uncertain world still struggling
with the effects of living and working in the shadow of a
global pandemic. We explore the challenges, discuss
new ideas & opportunities for the future of work.

Work Disrupted
The pandemic has been a catalyst of re-shaping and re-
thinking work and workplaces. We examine what’s on
the horizon for the future of work, looking at how
business leaders should respond and what should they
prioritise in the months ahead to help business and
employees thrive in this new world. Our experts will
shed light on some of the key strategies and innovations
that are transforming how people work.

Sustainable Workplace Futures
Climate and Covid has recalibrated our focus. Employees
and investors alike demanding greater focus on
sustainability; and as remote and flexible working
patterns become more established, employees
increasingly exercise choice and autonomy in where
they work. Offices now have to deliver the ultimate
carbon neutral, greener, superior workplace experience.

New Digital Technologies transforming Work
From the metagora to the metaverse, digital assistants
in Teams, to the impact of AI recruiting tools to
industrial automation and robotic assistants and AV
intelligence, new digital technologies are transforming
the modern workplace. We explore some of the key
issues and challenges affecting all our futures.

HIGHLIGHTS

Key themes we will be discussing on Day Two |
Workplace Experience include:

New Needs of Employee Experience
With unprecedented changes to society and the
economy, how employees experience work (EX) has
become critical to an organization’s ability to navigate
disruption, transformation, and economic uncertainty.

Culture of Connection and Belonging
How do we ensuring employees feel energized through
deep connections and intrinsic motivations so they can
realize their full potential within their career.

High Performance Human – Centred Workplaces
How do we build strong productive workplace cultures,
defined as systems of beliefs, values and symbols,
across digital and material locations where work
happens today.

Creating a Destination Workplace
How do we magnetise people back to the office and
create a captivating destination that facilitates
meaningful connections between employees, teams,
and leadership.

#UWConference23



Lego: New Hybrid ‘Best of Both’ Working Model

Tim Ahrensbach, Head of Workplace Experience, The LEGO

Grou p

In Spring 2022, the LEGO Group opened its newest flagship workspace LEGO

Campus in Denmark. The building is inspired by the unique LEGO values of fun,

imagination and creativity and is designed to support the LEGO Group’s new

hybrid working model, Best of Both. Tim shares the history and thoughts behind

the space and reveals what’s next for the LEGO group’s workplace experience.

The Future of London – Placemaking and Leadership

Moderated by: Jeremy Myerson, Director, WORKTECH Academy

& Research Professor, RCA with Professor Ricky Burdett CBE,

Professor of Urban Studies, London Schoo l of Economics, Sir

Stuart Lipton, Partner, Lipton Rogers Developments LLP, Dan

Drogman, CEO, Smart Spaces 

Sir Stuart Lipton has been at the forefront of innovation, place-making, planning and

industry leadership, and at the centre of creating a large proportion of London’s

most iconic developments. He joins this debate with Ricky and Jeremy to share

unique perspectives on how post pandemic London is evolving in terms of buildings

and place; how it is responding to the needs of business and employees; what

implications for sustainability, inclusivity and wellbeing; and what new ideas exist

for technological innovation and the future of work.

AI and its Impact on Business and Humanity

Daniel Hulme, CEO, Satalia and Chief AI Officer, WPP

Daniel provides a framework for how people should think about AI (especially Generative

AI), with entertaining examples and anecdotes. He argues that whilst these technologies

are incredible at creating growth and streamlining operations, for companies to stay

innovative they need to use AI to unlock the creative capacity of their workforce. Daniel

will also cover the macro impact these technologies may have over the coming decades

and suggests that it's within the gift of enterprise to make a better future for everyone.

Experience Design - A Universal Foundation

Adam Scott, Founder and Global Creative Director,

FreeState

For 35,000 years humans have been designing experiences to better forge

connections across the tribe and to change the way we feel, think and act. As

experiencing humans it is our secret sauce for thriving at scale. And yet, today, as we

lurch from crisis-to-crisis, businesses and governments, city-makers and brand-

builders seem increasingly siloed in their response to rapid social change. I believe

that experience design is the universal foundation for all design disciplines and the

only way for developers and occupiers to properly meet the needs of the people they

are designing and building for! Let’s teach the world before it's too late! 



09:15 CHAIRPERSON'S WELCOME

09:30 DYNAMICS OF URBAN CHANGE

Professor Ricky Burdett CBE, Professor
of Urban Studies, London School of
Economics

Cities are growing and shrinking in different ways and at different
speeds across the world.  Using comparative analysis of global
cities, this opening keynote explores the impacts on social
cohesion, work dynamics and environmental well-being. Professor
Burdett is a recognised world authority in urban development and
design, contemporary architecture, and the social and spatial
dynamics of cities. He leads LSE Cities, a global centre of research
and teaching at the London School of Economics and Political
Science. He is co-chair of the Council on Urban Initiatives, was
Chief Advisor on Architecture and Urbanism for the London 2012
Olympics and its legacy, and Director of the Venice Architecture
Biennale in 2006.

WWW.WORKTECHEVENTS.COM/EVENTS/THE-UNWORKING-CONFERENCE23/

08:30 SMART TECHNOLOGIES CONFERENCE OPENS 

10:05 THE FUTURE OF LONDON – PLACEMAKING AND LEADERSHIP 

Sir Stuart Lipton has been at the forefront of innovation, place-
making, planning and industry leadership, and at the centre of
creating a large proportion of London’s most iconic developments.
He joins this debate with Ricky and Jeremy to share unique
perspectives on how post pandemic London is evolving in terms of
buildings and place; how it is responding to the needs of business
and employees; what implications for sustainability, inclusivity
and wellbeing; and what new ideas exist for technological
innovation and the future of work.

Moderated by Jeremy Myerson, Director,
WORKTECH Academy / Professor  Ricky
Burdett CBE, Professor of Urban Studies,
London School of Economic /  Sir Stuart
Lipton, Partner, Lipton Rogers
Developments LLP / Dan Drogman, CEO,
Smart Spaces / Tim Creswick, CEO and
Founder, Vorboss

THEME: THE FUTURE OF LIVING AND WORKING IN WORLD CITIES
Unique perspectives on people, space and culture in the context of a fragile and uncertain world still
struggling with the effects of living and working in the shadow of a global pandemic. We explore the

challenges, discuss new ideas & opportunities for the future of work

THEME: WORK DISRUPTED
The pandemic has been a catalyst of re-shaping and re-thinking work and workplaces. We examine what’s

on the horizon for the future of work, looking at how business leaders should respond and what should
they prioritise in the months ahead to help business and employees thrive in this new world. Our experts

will shed light on some of the key strategies and innovations that are transforming how people work

08:30 REGISTRATION AND PRE EVENT NETWORKING 

10:35 NETWORKING AND COFFEE BREAK

WEDNSDAY 14TH JUNE

ARCADIS, 80 FENCHURCH STREET

#UWConference23

Katherine Harvey, Consultancy Director, Unwork

SMART TECHNOLOGIES

CONFERENCE AGENDA

https://worktechevents.com/events/the-unworking-conference23/
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11:30 THE BUSINESS CASE FOR INTELLIGENT BUILDINGS

Will Readshaw, Director | Intelligent
Buildings, Arcadis UK

The rapid acceleration of digital technology has transformed the
real estate industry. Until recently, buildings and workplaces were
viewed as a cost with companies unable to quantify the financial
return from investing in technology-enabled spaces. But now there
is evidence to show that intelligent buildings not only improve the
operation of spaces but can also support the performance of
businesses occupying them, enhancing productivity, reducing
absenteeism for employees, as well as being a factor in the war for
talent. This session explores the different elements that make up
the business case for intelligent buildings, examines how these can
be quantified into financial metrics, and details what approach to
take to maximise the value for an organisation and its people.

SMART TECHNOLOGIES

CONFERENCE AGENDA

11:05 NO REGRETS – HOW SMART BUILDINGS ARE VALUABLE IN UNCERTAIN TIMES

As the market changes and the necessity for frugality increases for
all businesses, technology will play an ever-more prevalent role in
achieving cost-cutting. Knowing how to balance savings and
employee experience is an art and science that will determine
which companies will be successful. This presentation highlights
the technologies needed to make decisions that come with no
regret. 

Matthew Marson, Managing Director,
EMEA Advisory, JLL Technologies

12:30 NETWORKING AND LUNCH BREAK

12:25 THE POWER OF FOOD: NEW CHALLENGES, AN OLD SOLUTION

Hybrid working presents new challenges. But we can find answers
in a tried and tested method. Employee’s that are motivated,
collaborative and feeling good: these are the returns a company
can expect with quality foodservice on-site. Sharing food is an age-
old way of taking a break and strengthening bonds. So how can
modern workplaces utilise the power of food? James provides his
insights in a short presentation.

James Ricketts, Content Manager,
Fooditude

11:55 DEPLOYING SMART BUILDINGS AT SCALE – BEST PRACTICES AND LESSONS
LEARNED FROM GLOBAL ROLLOUT

Going from one Smart Workplace to a global rollout doesn’t need
to be complicated. Learn from our expert panel as we explore best
practice when it comes to scaling real estate digitisation, and
applying a multi-building approach to smart workplaces. 

Andrew Dyke, Director of Intelligent
Building, Iconics / Milesh Patel, Director
of Solutions, Iconics / Martin Silvester,
Global Workplace Director, Arcadis

WEDNSDAY 14TH JUNE

ARCADIS, 80 FENCHURCH STREET

#UWConference23

https://worktechevents.com/events/the-unworking-conference23/
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SMART TECHNOLOGIES

CONFERENCE AGENDA

14:00 CASE STUDY: BARANGAROO AND LEARNINGS FROM AUSTRALIA’S MOST
ICONIC DEVELOPMENTS

David Rolls, Director, Rolls Pty and
Former MD Development, Lendlease

David shares his insights into some of Australia’s most iconic
developments such as Barangaroo, The Bond, 200 George St,
Australia Technology Park, Darling Quarter, Olderfleet. He
examines the work practices and workplace technology for these
developments and shares key insights into the tenancy planning,
the building design as well as the developer/tenant new ways of
working to create a win-win for both.

15:10 NETWORKING AND COFFEE BREAK

13:30 FUTURE WORKPLACE: PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING SMART AND
SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT STRATEGIES

2023 has seen the post pandemic workplace transition evolve
around the themes of Hybrid Work, Smart Buildings and
Sustainability. Cisco has been at the forefront of this transition
delivering 5 deep retrofits of their offices globally and helping its
customers to achieve success in many more. Mark shares the
learnings from implementing these workplace strategies and the
success achieved in “retrofitting smart” to older buildings, the
outcomes in workplace experience, operational efficiency and
energy savings. He explores ‘what next’ in the evolution from
“Hybrid Work” to just ‘Work’, from “Smart” to “Cognitive”, the
evolution of Sustainability as a siloed initiative within
organisations to sustainability. 

Mark Needham, EMEA Hybrid Work
Leader, Webex and Workplace
Transformation, Cisco and Chris Hyder,
Hybrid Work Solution Specialist, Cisco

SUSTAINABLE WORKPLACE FUTURES
Climate and Covid has recalibrated our focus. Employees and investors alike demanding greater focus on

sustainability; and as remote and flexible working patterns become more established, employees
increasingly exercise choice and autonomy in where they work. Offices now have to deliver the ultimate

carbon neutral, greener, superior workplace experience.

14:35 EXPERT PANEL: INNOVATION IN REAL ESTATE 

We examine the future of the office and explore implications from
the Corporate, Investor and Developer perspectives. What are the
key issues facing the future of the office? What are the reasons and
ways to innovate? How to create operational efficiencies and
enhance the employee experience? What role does technology
play? How should data best support? What does this all mean for
an intergenerational workforce? 

Moderated by John Gleeson,  Director of
Intelligent Buildings, Arcadis / Chris
Higgins, Senior Programme Director
Workplace Real Estate & Facilities, GSK
/ Lucy Ann Burke, Strategy Manager
Workplace Diageo Digital & technology,
Diageo / Lee Stentiford, Director of
Development Management at Nuveen / 
 Lynn Smith, Portfolio Director, M&G

WEDNSDAY 14TH JUNE

ARCADIS, 80 FENCHURCH STREET

#UWConference23

https://worktechevents.com/events/the-unworking-conference23/
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SMART TECHNOLOGIES

CONFERENCE AGENDA

17:30 SMART TECHNOLOGIES CONFERENCE CLOSES

16:30 CHAIRPERSON'S CLOSING REMARKS

Katherine Harvey, Consultancy Director, Unwork

16:45 NETWORKING DRINKS

15:35 AI AND ITS IMPACT ON BUSINESS AND HUMANITY

Daniel provides a framework for how people should think about AI
(especially Generative AI), with entertaining examples and
anecdotes. He argues that whilst these technologies are incredible
at creating growth and streamlining operations, for companies to
stay innovative they need to use AI to unlock the creative capacity
of their workforce. Daniel will also cover the macro impact these
technologies may have over the coming decades and suggests that
it's within the gift of enterprise to make a better future for
everyone.

Daniel Hulme, CEO, Satalia and Chief AI
Officer, WPP

16:00 UNWORKING: WHAT WE NEED TO RELEARN ABOUT CITIES, WORK AND
TECHNOLOGY 

In this closing session, Jeremy Myerson and Philip Ross, co-authors
of Unworking: The Reinvention of the Modern Office, discuss key
themes to emerge from Day 1 of the Unworking conference and set
out a manifesto for change.

Jeremy Myerson, Director, WORKTECH
Academy and Philip Ross, Founder and
CEO Unwork

Authors of Unworking in Conversation

THEME: NEW DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES TRANSFORMING WORK
From the metagora to the metaverse, digital assistants in Teams, to the impact of AI recruiting tools to

industrial automation and robotic assistants and AV intelligence, new digital technologies are transforming
the modern workplace. We explore some of the key issues and challenges affecting all our futures.

WEDNSDAY 14TH JUNE

ARCADIS, 80 FENCHURCH STREET

#UWConference23

https://worktechevents.com/events/the-unworking-conference23/
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08:30 WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE CONFERENCE OPENS 

09:15 ENGINEERING THE EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE OF THE FUTURE

Ellie Houldsworth, Cloud Transformation
& Architecture Manager, Accenture

The workforce of tomorrow is shaping the workplace of today. This
session will give you the tools to build your workplace strategy to
empower your employees and deliver unparalleled workplace
experiences.

09:00 CHAIRPERSON'S WELCOME

Esme Banks-Marr, Strategy Director | Work + Place, BVN

THEME: NEW NEEDS OF EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
With unprecedented changes to society and the economy, how employees experience work (EX) has

become critical to an organization’s ability to navigate disruption, transformation, and economic
uncertainty.

08:30 REGISTRATION AND PRE EVENT NETWORKING 

THEME: CULTURE OF CONNECTION AND BELONGING
How do we ensuring employees feel energized through deep connections and intrinsic motivations so they

can realize their full potential within their career.

THURSDAY 15TH JUNE

ACCENTURE, 30 FENCHURCH STREET

#UWConference23

10:15 FROM SURVIVING TO THRIVING: WHAT DO OFFICE WORKERS NEED TO SUCCEED AT
WORK

Arvind Jain, Founder & CEO, Glean The way we work has completely transformed — digital
complexity, information overload, and SaaS sprawl have become
constant realities of the modern workplace. Workers need reliable
information to do their jobs effectively and efficiently, but they're
often spending too much time searching for it. The result? Workers
spend days looking for information — and up hours per week on
duplicated work. Productivity is lost, employees are unhappy, and
organizations fall behind.

WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE

CONFERENCE AGENDA

09:45 EXPERT PANEL: CREATING AN EXCEPTIONAL WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE 

Moderated by Arraz Makhzani, Associate
 Director – Workplace Analytics, UnWork
/ Ana Stanojevic, Workplace Strategy
and Development Lead, Nokia / Surasen
Naidu, Head of Property UK and Europe,
Standard Chartered Bank

Our expert panel will discuss how you can deliver a seamless
workplace experience that embraces integrated design between
space, technology, process, and people. 

https://worktechevents.com/events/the-unworking-conference23/
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WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE

CONFERENCE AGENDA

11:30 HAS THE TIME COME FOR A FOUR-DAY WEEK?

Joe Ryle, Campaign Director, 4 Day Week Joe will be giving an overview of the case for a four-day working
week and outlining the results of the UK four-day week pilot.

11:55 RETHINKING THE HIGH STREET FOR LEARNING AND WORKING

Christy Traore, Co-Founder, New
Working Class / James Scroggs,
Co-Founder, New Working Class

What if the high street enabled the intersection of education and
enterprise? Imagine a fluid space within which people might better
own their story, co-operate, and belong, as active learners,
workers and citizens? Learn how New Working Class is reigniting
the heart of community, through co-design, programme and
experience.

12:35 LUNCH BREAK AND ACCENTURE TOURS

THEME: HIGH PERFORMANCE HUMAN – CENTRED WORKPLACES
How do we build strong productive workplace cultures, defined as systems of beliefs, values and symbols,

across digital and material locations where work happens today.

13:35 LEGO: NEW HYBRID ‘BEST OF BOTH’ WORKING MODEL

Tim Ahrensbach, Head of Workplace
Experience, The LEGO Group

In Spring 2022, the LEGO Group opened its newest flagship
workspace LEGO Campus in Denmark. The building is inspired by
the unique LEGO values of fun, imagination and creativity and is
designed to support the LEGO Group’s new hybrid working model,
Best of Both. Tim shares the history and thoughts behind the space
and reveals what’s next for the LEGO group’s workplace
experience.

11:00 NETWORKING AND COFFEE BREAK

12:20 INNOVATION PLATFORM

Sam Tucker, Interim Transition Manger & Consultant, Deskbird

THURSDAY 15TH JUNE

ACCENTURE, 30 FENCHURCH STREET

#UWConference23

10:35 HOW TO CREATE A PURPOSE-DRIVEN CULTURE

Claire de Carteret, Managing Director
EMEA, Gallup

Does your company make the world a better place? Shareholders,
employees, customers, and global citizens want the organizations
they invest in, work for, buy from, or share the planet with to
behave ethically, do no harm – and share a common purpose.
Corporate “window dressing” no longer cuts it: Companies need to
demonstrate that their business model is “net-positive”. This
requires fostering an authentic organizational culture that is
purpose-driven. Claire will share Gallup research and discoveries
about the growing importance of purpose in today’s business
environment and offer advice about how to create and sustain a
purpose-driven culture.

https://worktechevents.com/events/the-unworking-conference23/


15:35 CHAIRPERSON'S CLOSING REMARKS

Esme Banks-Marr, Strategy Director | Work + Place, BVN

16: 15 WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE CONFERENCE CLOSES

15:10 EXPERIENCE DESIGN - A UNIVERSAL FOUNDATION

Adam Scott, Founder and Global Creative
Director, FreeState

For 35,000 years humans have been designing experiences to
better forge connections across the tribe and to change the way
we feel, think and act. As experiencing humans it is our secret
sauce for thriving at scale. And yet, today, as we lurch from crisis-
to-crisis, businesses and governments, city-makers and brand-
builders seem increasingly siloed in their response to rapid social
change. I believe that experience design is the universal
foundation for all design disciplines and the only way for
developers and occupiers to properly meet the needs of the people
they are designing and building for! Let’s teach the world before
it's too late! 

WWW.WORKTECHEVENTS.COM/EVENTS/THE-UNWORKING-CONFERENCE23/

WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE

CONFERENCE AGENDA

15:45 ACCENTURE TOUR AND NETWORKING DRINKS

14:45 WHAT WORKERS WANT

Naomi Sakamoto, Studio Director,
European Technology Practice Lead,
Gensler

What is the future of our offices and our ways of working? 
Gensler surveyed thousands of UK office workers to understand
what is and isn’t working in the office today, and how to create a
more compelling destination for employees. The data reveal that
workers still value the office as a place to focus, and that they
desire a diverse range of spaces to support work. This talk will
explore how organisations can fine-tune their workplace recipe, to
enable their talent to do their best work and use their office as a
tool for transformation.

THEME: CREATING A DESTINATION WORKPLACE
How do we magnetise people back to the office and create a captivating destination that facilitates

meaningful connections between employees, teams, and leadership.

THURSDAY 15TH JUNE

ACCENTURE, 30 FENCHURCH STREET

#UWConference23

14:15 EXPERT PANEL: DESIGNING ENGAGING AND HUMAN-CENTRIC WORKPLACES

Moderator: Vanessa Champion PhD
AMRSPH Editorial Director / Biophilic
Photography & Video Creator, Journal of
Biophilic Design with Filipa de
Albuquerque, Global Lead Workplace
Experience, Roche / Tim Ahrensbach,
Head of Workplace Experience, The LEGO
Group / Lohan Presencer, Chairman,
Ministry of Sound 

Our expert panel will discuss how we create diverse, equitable,
inclusive, human-centred workplaces.

https://worktechevents.com/events/the-unworking-conference23/


ARCADIS

Arcadis, 80 Fenchurch Street, London,

EC3M 4BY

A fully flexible, functional space built around

the needs and preferences of their people.

80Fen emphasizes sustainability, flexibility and

choice; all enabled by technology and digital

innovation. Equipped with a market-leading

intelligent building solution, the Arcadis

workplace incorporates a unified suite of user

experience apps, air quality and space

utilisation sensors, digital access, and

interactive signage, along with touch-free desk

booking systems and the ability to control

individual temperature and light settings in

enclosed spaces.

ACCENTURE

Accenture, 30 Fenchurch Street,

London, EC3M 3BD

30 Fenchurch Street is one of the largest

office developments in the City of London,

the primary financial district of London.

Until October 2020, the building was

known as Plantation Place, taking its

name from a previous Plantation House,

once the world’s recognised centre of the

tea trade. The complex contains almost

3,000 sq m of roof gardens, offering views

of London’s skyline, which were opened to

the public as part of the Open House

London weekend.

https://22bishopsgate.com/?test=unwiredevents.com&utm_campaign=WT22+London++-Explore+the+Future+of+Work+at+London%27s+Vertical+Village&utm_content=unwiredevents.com&utm_source=worktech&wp-linkindex=11
https://22bishopsgate.com/?test=unwiredevents.com&utm_campaign=WT22+London++-Explore+the+Future+of+Work+at+London%27s+Vertical+Village&utm_content=unwiredevents.com&utm_source=worktech&wp-linkindex=11


The choice of speakers was really inspiring

offering great variety across a range of

relevant topics.

DELEGATE, GSK

WHO ATTENDS

Informative, insightful, well planned, great speakers,

something new every time!

DELEGATE, UNILEVER

BOOK NOW

www.worktechevents.com/events/the-unworking-conference23/

https://worktechevents.com/events/the-unworking-conference23/


Date & Venue 

When: Wednesday 14th - Thursday 15th June 2023

Where DAY 1: Arcadis, 80 Fenchurch Street, London,

EC3M 4BY

Where DAY 2: Accenture, 30 Fenchurch Street,

London, EC3M 3BD

Event Hashtag: #UWConference23

How to book:

Visit: www.worktechevents.com/events/the-unworking-

conference23/ 

Offer a Special Rate to Your Network!

Become a marketing partner for this event and

qualify for a special rate for your colleagues,

complimentary passes for yourself, logo exposure for

your organisation, and more!

If you are part of a group that would like to attend

and are looking for a joint group rate please get in

touch to arrange a bespoke ticket price.

Become a WORKTECH Ambassador

We’re looking for people that love the future of work and

the workplace and social media. People who are willing

to become part of our team and help spread the word to

the masses. There will be a free event ticket available to

successful applicants. Apply here: https://bit.ly/3jiHC4b

For more information on the above initiatives, please

contact: 

kirsty.darlington@worktechevents.co.uk

KEY INFORMATION

7 St. John’s Mews

13 St. John’s Road, Hampton Wick

Kingston upon Thames, KT1 4AN, UK

+44 (0)20 89 77 89 20

info@unwired.eu.com

www.worktechevents.com
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